Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the major health issues causing chronic disability. In clinical research, the instability of a knee joint results in both the joint structure changes and gait disorder. However the mechanism of pathogenesis of knee OA is unclear. Therefore we design a new hypothesis to explain mechanism of knee OA with quantitative analysis over the year. This study's objective is to estimate the effect of virtual varus gait patterns on knee ligaments by model of knee joint structure.
the instability of a knee joint results in both the joint structure changes and gait disorder. However the mechanism of pathogenesis of knee OA is unclear. Therefore we design a new hypothesis to explain mechanism of knee OA with quantitative analysis over the year. This study's objective is to estimate the effect of virtual varus gait patterns on knee ligaments by model of knee joint structure.
b. Methods
In this paper, effects of varus gait pattern on ligament are calculated using our developed musculoskeletal model. Firstly, knee joint model is developed considering characteristic anatomical structure, such as 6 degrees of freedom, 10 ligaments and 2 capsules. Next, our study uses inverse dynamics to calculate the effect of 10 different varus gait patterns on force generated in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). In this study inverse dynamics is used to calculate the effect of gait patterns on ligaments using our developed model. Input data is gait pattern which has sequential three dimensional tracking data of markers on body and corresponded reaction force data by force plate. Output data is force of bundles of ligaments calculated by inverse dynamics calculation. Gait pattern is cropped from left leg toe off to right leg toe off which is half cycle of gait. Normal gait pattern is measured by optical motion capture system. Twenty-five markers are used based on Helen Hayes marker set, and reaction force is also measured at the same time. Varus gait patterns are used to calculate their effect on bundles of ligaments. Ten different varus gait patterns are generated based on different knee joint position. Knee joint position is shifted from the original position during normal gait pattern to lateral direction from 10 mm to 100 mm by 10 mm.
The same reaction force data is used because other body segments except knee joint are unchanged.
c. Results
The force of posterior part of ACL in each gait patterns was calculated. 
